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Abstract  
In this paper, we propose an ontology-based approach that 
enables to detect the emergence of relational confli ts between 
persons that cooperate on computer supported projects. In order to 
detect these conflicts, we analyze, using this ontol gy, the e-mails 
exchanged between these people. 
Our method aims to inform project team leaders of such situation 
hence to help them in preventing serious disagreement b tween 
involved employees. 
The approach we present builds a domain ontology of relational 
conflicts in two phases. First we conceptualize the domain by 
hand, then we enrich the ontology by using the trigger model that 
enables to find out terms in corpora which correspond to different 
conflicts. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H. Information Systems 
General Terms 
Algorithms, Management.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Application Area   
The nature and organization of the compagnies’ activities have 
changed considerably since the integration of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) and more exactly with their 
evolution to distributed architecture. As a result, virtual 
organizations have emerged, with virtual teams composed of 
employees distributed geographically around the world. These 
team members must then collaborate and communicate via 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) tools, t thwart 
the problem of distance. 
The integration of ICT has also changed the concept of enterprise 
management, however, managing employees emotions remains 
one of the concerns of decision-makers. It is well known that 
conflicts coming out in such contexts can heavily influence the 
performance and efficiency of members of these companies. 
Studying employees' behavior on a productivity context owes its 
origin to Hawthorne's experiences inspired by Elton Mayo [1]. 
Basically these experiences were designed to study the influence 
of physical conditions on employees' productivity. 
These experiences also included the study of communication 
barriers, the cooperation’s phenomena and conflict be ween 
employees, what allowed to deduce that  good horizontal and/or 
vertical relationship had a major influence on the global 
satisfaction of employees and on their personal productivity.  
1.2 Problem and Proposal 
The constitution of virtual team has increased the difficulty of 
tracking the cooperation between members and managing their 
emotions. Because of geographical distance, the team leader 
found itself confronted with problems of understanding the 
employees behavior: how can he remotely detect the possible 
situations of conflicts between them? He has mainly to became 
aware of the conflict before it came up, otherwise th  clash will 
influence their communication and their cooperation? 
The geographically distributed enterprises have adopted the use of 
CSCW tools, to overcome the problems of distance, as sh red 
publishers, shared whiteboards, audioconference, videoconference, 
forums, chat, electronic mail, etc.  
These tools may help the leader’s team to be informed about the 
cohesion of the group, especially the e-mail, it allows to generate the 
most important textual corpora, because it is the most used [2].  
In order to better understand and specify the needs of users' 
electronic mails, we adopted the realistic approach of Kyng 
(stemming from Scandinavian school) [4]. This approach puts 
building tools in the center of close collaboration between 
developers and users.  
We collaborated with an Algerian university1 with the intention of 
specifying the problems of our research. Our jobs concerned the 
management of a remote training. 
A multidisciplinary team has been set up to prepare this remote 
training. For that, they mediatize (design multimedia versions) 
educational contents. The members of this team communicate 
through e-mails. 
We studied the corpus generated by the team of educational 
content mediatization, and we identified several messages that are 
subject to creating conflict situations. This situation is due to time 
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constraints which submit the members of the team to a high stress. 
Figure 1 gives an example about an e-mail which creates a 
conflict, the primary text is in French. It is part of an e-mail sent 
by a coordinator (a teacher who follows the work of mediatisors) 
to a mediatisor (a teacher or a computer engineer who have good 
knowledge on how to create content for e-learning). The terms on 
box in figure 1 shows explicitly that necessary a problem is rising 
between two people. In this case, the team leader must ediate to 
calm down the two protagonists. 
The team members put their head-chief in copy for all e-mails 
exchanged between them, allowing him to monitor their 
cooperation. Obviously, this will generate a huge amount of e-
mails and the head could not follow all the exchanges between all 
people.  
It should be very attractive to inform automatically the leader only 
when a problem starts rising. Then, the leader can intervene in 
before the situation becomes irreversible. Consequently, the 
system we propose has to be able to understand the behavior of an 
employee through e-mails and to find out all tracks which lead to 
conflict with his colleagues. 
To detect conflicts, we propose to classify e-mails, according to 
the existence or missing of any conflict indicator. Then, we 
determine the nature of clash through a conflict domain ontology 
by assigning a value which indicates the importance of the clash. 
Indeed, it is not necessary to alert the team leader for any 
misunderstanding between people, but we have to send him a list 
of e-mails labeled by the degree of the clash. This will allow him 
to decide or not to intervene. 
In this paper, we present the approach we have adopte  to build 
the conflict ontology.  
 
 
   
 
2. RELATED WORK  
Several approaches are proposed for building ontologies from 
corpora. They can be grouped into three categories: structural 
approaches based on the use of formal grammar; non-structural 
approaches, such as statistical approaches which are mo e and 
more used due to the availability of corpora; and mixed 
approaches involving statistical analysis and structural methods as 
those used on Terminae [9], Xtract [11], KAON [10], etc.  
For the acquisition of terms, structural approaches are based on 
morphological-syntactic labeling or complete parsing of the 
corpus. They can be divided into two approaches: those which 
select candidates terms on the basis of a canonical syntactic 
structure of a term as acabit [17] and OntoLearn [12] tools; and 
those which identify marks of ruptures terms, i.e. configurations 
that can not be part of a term, to give the borders (strong 
punctuation and pronoun for example), as Lexter [15] and Syntex 
[16] tools.   
Indeed structural approaches often require grammar and 
sometimes lexicons or electronic dictionaries of the used 
language, unlike the statistical approaches that are blind to the 
specificity of linguistic data, they are treated as any other type of 
data [7]. However statistical approaches must use enough corpora 
in order to have reliable measures and find out interesting 
relationships between terms [8]. 
The acquisition of terms based on statistical approach exist since 
several decades: Enguehard and Pantera (1995) [18], Dias (2002) 
[2], etc. This work is based on the idea that words of the same 
area tend to often occur together. Similarity measures are used to 
identify recurrent associations of terms. The correlated terms 
recurrences are extracted by using different kind of measures [9] 
[10]: Mutual Information, Dice coefficient, etc. 
3. BUILDING ONTOLOGY 
3.1 Construction of a first conflict ontology 
draft 
The main characteristics of Knowledege-Based Systems are 
storage and consultation of knowledge, automatic reasoning, 
modification of knowledge, sharing knowledge between computer 
systems. Generally, it is not any more a question of handling blind 
knowledge by the machine, but of allowing a dialog between the 
system and the human user. The system thus has to access not 
only to the terms used by the human being, but also to meaning 
associated to the various terms, otherwise no effective dialog is 
possible. So ontology technology was born as a response to the 
need for representation of knowledge in information systems. For 
instance T. Berners-Lee [3] considers the ontology as a way 
enabling Web pages to integrate a representation of kn wledge 
they contain, and semantic links between them. 
The most cited and famous definition of ontology in the scientific 
literature is the one proposed by Gruber in 1993: “ontology is an 
explicit specification of a conceptualization” [6]. In other words, 
an ontology is designed to specify concepts and relations, i.e. to 
make them understandable and usable by several agents (human 
or software). 
One of the fundamental questions when we build an ontol gy is 
how to do it? Automatically, semi-automatically or by hand? Figure 1. An e-mail which creates a conflict between a 
coordinator and a mediatisor  
For our ontology of conflicts the choice was focused on semi-
automatic way. A first step consists in building a rough version by 
using human expertise which leads to conceptualize the area of 
conflict. And in a second step we enrich it automatically from a 
textual corpus.  
In our knowledge, there is no taxonomy of conflicts, that is why 
we decided to focus our work on emotions. In fact, conflicts could 
be detected through the expression of their emotions. Here, we are 
interested just by negative emotions which are at the origin of 
disagreement situations. For that, we based our work on the 
classification of Antonio R Damasio [13] and Michelle Larivey 
[14]. We used their vocabularies, but we changed th separation 
criteria of emotions. Concepts are classified according to the 
degree of conflict and to the type of emotion (personal or social). 
We organize the first level of our ontology on two categories: 
- The first category represents emotions that can produce 
substantial conflict as disgust and hatred. 
- The second one leads to anticipate some indirect 
conflicts due to indifference, misunderstanding, etc.
The second level, we make the difference between personal and 
social emotions. Actually, it is very difficult to distinguish 
between them. For instance, the sadness emotion may be social 
when this feeling is due to the behavior of another a colleague or 
friend and may be personal when the person did not succeed to 
reach an objective. Some emotions can be categorized easily in 
the social one, that is the case of jealousy which is by definition a 
social concept. We have presented in figure 2 other concepts of 
social emotions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
We used the e-mail corpus presented in the following sections, to 
find out other terms that match perfectly with the real conflict 
situation. To enrich our ontology, we seek in the e-mail corpus 
semantically related words using the triggers that are introduced 
in the next section.  
3.2 Triggers to Enrich Ontology  
Development of statistical language models is historically related to 
the construction of the first significant linguistic corpora. Indeed 
statistical methods were known as early as the 1950 but they have 
been really used in the Natural Language Processing when the first 
significant linguistic corpora has been available [7] [20]. 
For these models, a corpus represents a raw material, it is used to 
learn a maximum of linguistic events (n-grams, part of speech, 
etc) [5] [8]. In other words statistical processing of corpora allows 
to get knowledge by studying recurrent phenomenon. 
A corpus should be large in order to model statistically a 
maximum of reliable constructions. The more a corpus is 
important, the better the events are modeled [5]. For machine 
translation or speech recognition, it is not surprising to train the 
language model on a corpus of more than 300 million of words. 
Classical n-grams models are often enriched by langu ge 
models based on triggers which are used in several domains, for 
example in translation, they are exploited to build multilingual 
dictionaries [19]. 
The triggers focus on terms that often appear together. That is to 
say, a word wi will probably trigger the word wj. That means we 
can predict the word wj when wi occurs. For instance the word 
plane will probably predict the word travel. 
The triggers are determined by calculating for each vocabulary 
word its Mutual Information with each word in the dictionary. 
Then, only words with a high mutual information are kept used as 
triggered words [5]. 
The mutual information is a measure of distance stemming from 
the information theory, which allows to measure thedegree of 
association between two events. The mutual information MI(x,y) 
represents the importance of the link which exists between two 
events x and y. The non-weighted MI is given below: 
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Where: 
 
P(x) is the marginal probability of x 
P(y) is the marginal probability of y 
P(x, y) is joint probability of  x,y   
We propose to enrich each concept (proposed by an expert) of the 
ontology. For each term we seek in the e-mail corpus the words 
which are correlated to it, so the terms having an important 
mutual information are used in order to represent the concept. 
The calculation of the appearance of the couple (x,y) is made with 
regard to a moving window of n terms. The window is determined 
according to the type of the corpus, for example for a corpus of e-
mails, the window has been set to an entire e-mail whereas for a 
newspaper corpus the window is the paragraph. 
3.3 An overview of Training Material 
The corpus used is built from e-mails exchanged betwe n the 
team members in charge of mediatisation of more than 200 
educational contents. A team comprises about 60 members, 
among mediatisors, coordinators and co-authors. 
The corpus is recovered from the e-mails of the main coordinators 
(educational and technical) because they receive all the e-mails 
exchanged between the team members. Sending e-mails to several 
persons allows to inform all the team about the evolution of the 
work, and to reduce the number of meetings. 
 
Figure 2. An extract of our conflict ontology 
social emotion 
shame 
embarrassmen
t 
guilt 
jealousy devaluation 
humiliation 
      Table 1. The e-mail corpus  
Corpus  71826  words 
Vocabulary 4321  words 
      
The corpus of e-mails has the advantage to deal exactly with our 
purpose but unfortunately it is not huge. That is why, we decided 
to use a second corpus to enrich our ontology, it is extracted from 
the Newspaper "Le Monde". 
 
Table 2. The newspaper corpus   
 Corpus 972.436 words 
Vocabulary 43.297 words 
 
Table 1 and 2 show respectively the size of e-mails and newspaper 
corpora. 
Before retrieving triggers the corpus has been cleaned. In 
particular we remove data which provides no information and 
introduce noise. The goal is to search triggers among the terms 
that may represent topics. 
We start the process by separating the e-mail body f the 
attachments. We only work on the e-mail body, because 
attachments are pedagogical reports. They contain no formation 
on the emotions of the team members, so including them to the 
corpus reduce the importance of expressed emotions. 
Then we remove automatically all the microadvertising (it represents 
all the forms of publicity which we find on Web pages), figure 3 
shows an example of microadvertising in an e-mail. 
 
 
 
 
The third operation of the process concerns the lemmatization of the 
corpus using TreeTagger2 [21], this tool associates with each word a 
morphological-syntactic label and gives its lemma. It has been 
developed at the Institute for Computational Linguistics of the 
University of Stuttgart. It was used for several languages namely 
German, English, French, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Bulgarian, 
Portuguese, etc. The lemmatization allows to find the root of words, 
what entails an important reduction of the lexicon and an increase of 
the frequencies of the lemmas which compose it. 
The last operation of cleaning concerns the remove of tool words, 
in order to filter and identify the important words that are 
meaning-carrying. The tool words may include addresses of web 
pages (URL: Uniform Resource Locator), e-mails addresses, 
punctuation, conjunctions, articles, symbols (# *, &, ®, %, +, /, -, 
etc.), numbers and dates (written in figures or letters). 
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4. EVALUATION 
We organized our experiments on two steps. The first one aims to 
study the interpretation of the mutual information, the second 
consists in looking for triggers in the corpora from the terms of 
the ontology. 
First we sought triggers in the e-mail corpus, but we treated the 
terms which do not express conflict. The e-mail corpus deals 
conflicts but the topic which dominates is the mediatization of the 
educational contents. We chose of the lexicon of the mediatization 
of the educational contents, the terms: “lesson”, “to mediatize” 
and “qualification” (the latter represents the check of the 
mediatization by the coordinators and the co-authors).  
The term “lesson” trigger the other two terms, but it is much more 
related to “mediatize” (MI (lesson, mediatize) = 3.29) than to the 
term “qualification” (MI (lesson, qualification) = 3.17), although 
the occurrence frequency of the term “qualification” in the corpus 
is more important than the occurrence frenquency of the term 
“mediatize”. In other words, even if the term “mediatize” appears 
less in the corpus, it appears more with the word “lesson”. 
Then we sought conflict triggers in both corpora, the corpus of e-
mails gave several conflict triggers as: to laugh, problem, 
complaint, serious, stupid, invent, idiot, horror, etc. However the 
results are not rich because the corpus is not important. This 
corpus allowed to find terms which express conflicts ndirectly as 
the term “sir”, it is a neutral term and it does not belong to any 
topic, but according to the cultural point of view it is linked to the 
conflict topic because it is used in all e-mails of c nflict, and 
several times in the same e-mail.  
In the newspaper corpus we found several triggers, for example: 
- The term “disappointing” may trigger the term “treason” 
(MI(disappointing, treason) = 7.09) and the term “crying” 
(MI(disappointing, crying) = 7.05),  etc. 
- The term “dissatisfied” may trigger the term “anguish” 
(MI(dissatisfied, anguish) = 7.88), and the term “to 
swallow” (MI(dissatisfied, swallow) = 8,52), etc. 
- The term “sad” may trigger the term “unhappy” (MIsad, 
unhappy) = 7.69), and the term “misunderstanding” 
(MI(sad, misunderstanding) = 7.38), etc.  
These triggers will be incorporated into the ontology to better 
represent its concepts, in order to detect conflict e-mails. They 
will also make it possible to assign degrees of importance to 
conflicts e-mails, such as an e-mail that includes the term 
“misunderstanding” may have a low degree of importance, 
because it may indicate that the conflict is not serious and that the 
concerned manage it well.  
Our system has allowed to test and validate the importance of 
triggers in the search for the semantic links betwen terms, 
however, the results depend heavily on the type of corpus used. 
5. CONCLUSION  
This paper deals with building an ontology of conflicts, in two 
steps. The first one sets the first-draft of the ontology. Concepts 
used have been inspired specially from the classificat on of 
Michelle Larivey. The second step enriches the concepts of 
ontology by extracting all the terms that are related to the domain 
of conflict. For that we used two corpora, the first s a corpus of e-
mails, it deals with the subject of conflict but it is relatively small, 
Figure 3. An example of  microadvertising 
the second is a newspaper corpus, its size is quitelarg , however, 
it evesach several themes, accordingly results obtained are not 
rich. So it is necessary to test our system on a substantial corpus 
and especially where the theme of conflict dominate. To achieve 
that we will increase our corpus by exploiting the richness of 
Internet. Each term of the ontology will be triggered by the 
correlated words coming from the Web. 
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